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,ABSTRACT
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has provided important diagnostic and instructional guidance to
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performance predict their future spelling achievement. Once the
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appropriate spelling materials have been located for each group, the
traditional practice of having children study, memorize, and take
weekly tests on ,graded lists of words should be initiated. The key to
an effective spelling program is the establishment of a strong
classroom writing program in which the teacher monitors and comments
on the children's spelling. (This essay reports on an actual fourth
grade classroom, and includes tables of data and gradei spelling
lists from the Qualitative inventory of Word Knowledge.) (JD)
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Meeting the Needs of Poor Spellers in the
Elementary School: A Developmental Perspective

Meeting the needs of students who are belo- grade level

in spelling ability continues to be a nagging problem for

elementary school teachers. The problem is exacerbated by a

tendency in our schools to use grade-level spelling materials

for all students in a class regardless of differences in the

students' spelling ability. The present article will provide

a rationale for differentiating spelling instruction in the

classroom according to ability level. Diagnosis of children's

spelling will be discussed, and a classroom instructional plan

will be offered. Before approaching these topics, howFoier,

us look briefly at recent developmental reseahin spelling

that helps to explain how very young children (kindergarten

to second grade) progress in learning to spell English words.

Learnin ell in the Primar Grades

Much has been learned over the past 15 years regarding

the development of.spelling ability in young. children.

Beginning with Read's pioneering studies (1971, 1975), one

can cite the important contributions of Beers & Henderson

(1977), Chomsky (1971, 1979), Gentry (1978), Henderson (1981,

1985), and Zutell (1979). Figure 1 presents in an abbreviated

format what these researchers have discovered.

Insert Figure 1 about here
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Once children know how to write some letters of the

alphabet, their early semi--honetic spellings inc ude the

beginning consonant and sometimes the conso ant boundaries

(beginning and end) of one-syllable words (see Figure 1).

Next comes a pnetic stage where vo els begin to appear in

the children's spellings. In this stage, the children

"sound their way through" the word to be spelled, making one-

to-one, sound-letter matches as they write. Long vowels are

represented with the corresponding letter-name (mail - MAL:

feet - FET). Short vowels a e also represented with lette

names, b t curiously with those letter-names that bear

phonetic similarity to the specific short vowel sound e.,

A - A; e - A; E; o - I' u - 0). Thus, drens might be

-spelled DRAS; atick, STEK, and Mncl, MOD. N to: see Gentry

(1978) or Morris (1981) for a more complete explanation of

this phenomenon.

With extended opportunities to read and write, many first

graders move into a transitional spelling stage near the end

f the school year. Now.the children begin to represent short

vowels "correctly" _stick STIC) -d to mark long vo-els

(feet - FEAT), even though the yawnl markers are often mis-

placed. Transitional spelling- indicate that the childre- are

beginning to abandon their concept of spelling as a fixed,

one-to one, sound-letter code. Instead these young spellers

are searching actively for the legitimate patterns of letters

(CVC, mat; CVVC, tail, CVCe, lake) that actually map the

sounds of the spoken language to the English spelling system.
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The developmental spelL lug sequer

gained more and more credbLIty ov.

the stage principles have bft en

researchers and classroom t _m.cher ross
armed with evidence that ear ay sp t g

floe,- above has

Q'n years as

again by

ccuntry. In fact,

_ a "right/w ong"

but rather a developmental plhenoma kinderga-ten, first

and second grade teachers ha---kre bet-, hasize more writing

in the classroom, while de-eaphasi-z_Lng tir,e need for standard

spelling. The idea is that oung children can use "invented

spelling" to express themsel------res freely in writing, and the

teacher can then use these witing products to monitor the

children's development in splling. For example, note the tw

writing sa pies below:

(1) my bik git stoM.

git stg biy mm bee.

my had git bas (busted)

on the step--

I fel oof my biLk

bet 1 ded n t kiy.

(Albert

Phonetic Stage Speller

Late First Grade)

A week a go my fothr

bot a peeingpom_g tabole

but I nevr beet my

bit bruthr M and my big



sistr pracdis thn my

big bruthr beet mone 25-23

and I whus happe becUs

that meens that t,--oon I will

beet him.

(Teon -

I=ransitional Stage Speller -

L....ate-F __t Grade)

Alba is clearly a ph_ eLzic stage speller. He fails to

mark longvowels (BIK, STOL) ar(1 he often represents short

vowel sends with a letter-nam substitution (HAD for head,

DED fnrdid). On the other han d, Leon, Albert's classmate,

has movdinto the transitional stage of spell.ing. He is

repr- Atng short vowels corrc ,etly SISTR), and he is

bagimmiegto mark long vowels (_BEET, MEENS). The important

point Is that Albert and Leon 's teacher can look at the

writiagnasples and judge whec these children are conceptually

in theirspelling development. With more reading and phonics

instruction, along with plenty aloof opportunities to wrIte,

these tofirst graders will movmire forward in spelling. That

is, Albel will begin to show s_ -gns of transitional stage

spelling, end Leon w ll begin tc= spell more and more words

cor-

Developmental spelling thec=3ry has provided important

diagnostidinstructional guidanrte for those entrusted with

teachingwriting and spelling imok the primary grades (K-2).
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Ironically, the same theory has p obably raised more que tions

than it has anA ered far techers in grades three through six.

For example:

Do the same develspmen al stage characteristic- apply

to the spelling ofmulzisyllabic f urth and fifth

grade words?

Should a fourth grade teacher adopt the same position

as a first grade teach-x toward misspellings in children's

writing assignmenn?

If spelling is a deveio ipmental pr ±ess integrally

related to childroOs growth in reading and writing,

should spelling really lbe a separate subject n the

curriculum to be taught directly via the weekly memori-

zation of graded word 1=Lsts?

Given a developmetnl p.marspective, how art individual

differences in spelling ability to be bandied by the

classrOm teacher?

Etc.

In a recent book, Henderson 0:1985) has thoughtfully addressed

these questions and attars. muLFADDLJ1zLairla, spanning

instruction in grades one th -ough eight, attempts to meld a

developmental perspective wimh what Henders n considers to

be sound, traditional pmeti=e in classroom spelling

instruction. The book is himhly recommended.



One interesting link between spelling in the early

elementary grades (K-2) and in the later grades (3-6) is

suggeSted by the term "developmental." We know that first

graders advance through the developmental spelling sequence at

different rates, creating a spread of spelling ability among

children at the end of first grade. Therefore, we should not

be surprised to find even greater differences in children's

spelling ability two or three years later--e.g., in a third

fourth grade classroom. The specific developmental patterns

may not be as clear in these later grades, but certainly

children will continue to progress at different learning rates.

This presents a major problem to classroom teachers responsible

for teaching spelling in grades three through six; that is,

how does one provide adequate instruction for -.those students

who are perfor ing below grade level in spelling? In the

remainder of this article, we will explore this question from

the perspective of a hypothetical fourth grade teacher.

Classroom_Dia n sis: Fourth Grade_Sp_g_

Each September during the first week of school, Mrs.

Jones, a fourih grade teacher, administers a spelling test to

her class. Over the yea s, she has found her students!

performance on the informal test (25 words randomly selected

from the fourth grade spelling book) to be a good predictor of

their ultimate success in the fourth grade spelling curriculum.

Table 1 shows the performance of Mrs.. J es' students on

this year's.beginning-of-year spelling test.

9
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Insert Table 1

Based on her past experience with the test, Mrs. Jones quickly

looks at the children's power scores (% correct) and predicts,

with some self-confidence, how well individual students will

do In the fourth grade spelling program. For example, she

predicts that Thnmas (847)'and Bernice (647) will do well, but

that Frederick (32%) will experience difficulty.

Granting for a moment the accuracy of Mrs. Jones'

prediction, the interesting question becomes: What aspects

of the children's performance on the September spelling test

allow one to forecast their future spelling achievement?

Is it that children scoring high on the spelling pretest

(Thomas and Bernice), as opposed to those scoring low (Frederick),

simply know how to spell more fourth grade words to start with,

and theref- e have fewer words to master during the school

year? Undoubtedly there is some commonsense truth in this

explanation. However, a less obvious but equally plausible

explanation of the spelling test's predictive power can be

found by looking at the spelling errors made by individual

children.

Inse_t Table 2

Notice in Table 2 that there are differences in the

10
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RaS11-_LE of spelling errors made by Thomas and Bernice versus

those made by Frederick. The errors made by the first two

children are "readable," there is a vowel in each syllable, and

for the most part only one feature is inappropriate in each

misspelling (e.g., NATCHURE - nature; POPED - popped; CABBBGE

- cabbage). Frederick's misspellings tell a different story.

That i_, his er o_- are difficult to read (CRLU, SCRUE); he

sometimes omits vowels in multi-syllable words (CBAGE, PREPRING);

and oftentimes he misspells more than one feature in a word

(NATCHER nature; TRAFTCK - traffic).

If we acknowledge that there are qualitative differences

between the misspellings of Frederick and Bernice, for example,

on the September spelling test, how might this affect the

respective spelling achievement of these two fourth graders

during the school year? To answer this question we must

consider how spelling is usually taught in the elementary'

grades. For. example, each week there is a Monday prates on

20'to 25 new spelling words. The children generally self-

correct the pretest with the teacher hell), thereby deter-

mining which words they missed and need to study carefully

that week. On Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the children

practice the spelling words by copying them, using them in

written sentences, or by completing,fill-in-the-blank exercises

on selected spelling workbook pages. Finally, on Friday,

there is the weekly spelling test, and a record of each child's

performance on the test (% correct) is recorded.

ii
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Now, let us speculate that during a gien week in
Decernbe Frederick misspells 10 of 20 word on the Monday

pretest, arldBe nice misspells 5 of 20 (-nor an unlikely
occurrence given their September spelling tst results).
Furthermi -e note below ho- each child misells four of

pretest w-rds:

word

baggao

future

Sature

luggage

Bernice
BAGGEGE

FUTCHURE

NATCHURE

LUGGIGE

M. erick

DA=IJ
FLI=HER

144=FIER

ICK

Within this one-week context, the question o f learning. or
achievement comes into clearer focus. Which Child has th
more difficult task of mastering the weekly list of 20 speltEling
words? Frederick , of course. Not only does he enter the t.....7--eek

knowing how to spell correctly fewer of the ords on the liWst
(10 to EC C s 15) but also Frederick's s-pelling errors
on the list words are more primitive or less sophisticated
than are ernlce's errors. During the week, when Frederic

attempts to memorize the co rect spellings o certain word

(e-g., :§_.11145.t.ss. and luggage), he will have to concentrate °raw a

number of spelling features: the doubled inedal con o ant
the 5thva vowel in the second syllable (a ), and the

"soft gi ending (-). Bernice, on the other.. hand, will ned
to attend only to how the second syllable sc-awa vowel is
represented in these words. Thus, not only =Jill Frederick

12



have to learn more spelling words during the week, but also

he will need to learn a good deal more about individual

spellings (e.g., baggage and luggage) than will his classmate.

Naturally, we would expect Bernice to achieve a higher

score than Frederick on the Friday, end-of-week spelling test.

And even if Frederick, through concentrated memorization effort,

does manage a high score on the Friday test, we might question

how good his retention of these spelling words will be two to

three weeks later,

roject the one-week scenario above across a school

year's worth of spelling instruction (35 weeks ), it becomes

apparent why Frederick will experience more difficulty and

learn less in the fourth grade spelling curriculum than will

Bernice. It seems that Mrs. Jones' original prediction

regarding the two children's potential growth as fourth grade

spellers was a good one.

Instructional Impi icat ions

If Frederick and the five other children who scored 32%

or less on the September spelling test (see Table 1) are

conceptually "over their h ads" in a fourth grade spelling

program, what can Mra. Jones do? One defensible course of

action is presented below.

(1) in Septe_ er, Mrs. Jones can ad_inister a third

grade spelling list of 25 words (see Appendix) to her lowest

6 spellers to see if these children can function successfully



at this lower spelling level. Table 3 below shows how the

children's third and fourth grade accuracy scores might compare.

Insert Table 3

Frederick, who spelled 60% of the third grade list accurately,

made the following errors:

batter - BATER

scream - SCREEM

knock KNOK

chasing - CHASEING

thir--y THRISTY

baseball - BASBALL

careful - CAREFULL handle - HANDEL

stepping - STEPING sudden SUNDEN'

If we compare Fre erickvs third grade spelling errors above

th the errors he made on the fourth grade list (see Table 2

we find a significant difference. Frederick is more "in

control" of the spelling process on the third grade list; his

misspellings on this list might be termed "readable near-
a

misses." That is, there is generally only one feature in eac

word that he needs to attend to in order to master the correct

spelling. Clearly third grade seems to be a more appropriate

level for providing Frederick--and his classmates shown in

Table 3--with spelling instruction.

The next step is for Mrs. Jones, a fourth grade

teacher, to find third grade spelling books for her low

functioning spellers. S x spelling books can be borrowed

14
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from the third grade teachers in the school, or t_e books can

be purchased from the publisher.

With the spelling books secured, Mrs. Jones can begin her

wee ly teaching routine. On Monday, two different spelling

pretests can be administered simultaneously; one to the high

group (fourth grade words), and one to the low group (third

grade words). For example with the two spelling lists before

her, Mrs. Jones might say:

Red_ Group, here is your first word: "bundle."
Blue_Group, here is your first word: "street.
pause to let the children write.7
Red Group, word #2 is "badge."
Blue Group, #2: "bread." 1-Fausell
13.e4 Grout, #3 And so on through the 20-word lists.

Regarding the Tuesday-through-Thursday spelling practice

activities, the third grade-level spellers and f urth grade-

-level spellers can simply work in their respective workbooks.

Finally, the Friday posttests for the two groups can b

administered in the same manner as the Monday pretests.

Whenever a teacher commit' to working with a group of

children in below grade-level materials (whatever the subject

area), she may begin to question in her own mind whether she

is actually doing the children a service or disservice. For

example, sha may ask herself: Are these students learning

enough? Should they really be working at g ade level? Are

they just getting further behind their classmates as the weeks

go by?

5
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Fortunately, the Monday spelling pretest - Friday spelling

postest format serves as a sensitive monitoring device that

allows the classroom teaching to address the questions above

on a weekly basis. In Mr- Jones' third grade-level spelling

group, for example, Frederick and his classmates are, for

the most part,scoring between 50% and 80% accu acy on the

Monday pretest, and above 90% on the Friday posttest, Mrs.

Jones can rest assured that she has placed these students

appropriately third grade spelling materials. This is not

to say that Frederick's group must remain in the third grade

spelling book for the entire school year. Mrs. Jones may

decide to move her 1 spelling group into the fourth grade

spelling book at mid-year or later Nonetheless, whatever the

grade-level or difficulty-level of the spelling lists, the

Monday pretest - Friday posttest scores will provide ongoing

evidence of the children's spelling progress.

A third step Mrs. Jones can take to meet the needs

of her low functioning spellers is to establish a vigorous

writing program in the classroom. Writing is a communication

medium that allows children to create, explore and reason with

ideas; it is also the medium in which spelling is best

practiced. A fourth grader, writing a 150-word story or

report at the cutting edge of his/her language competence,

is practicing spelling in the context in which it should be

practiced. That is, the child is attempting to spell words

that are personally meaningful to hi /her. Also, in affording

sheer quantity of spelling practice, writing (across all
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subject areas during the school day) clearly outstrips what

little practice can be offered in a 15 minute spelling workbook

exercise.

Although a writing program provides children with extended

opportunities to explore new spelling forms and to practice old

forms, a teacher can sometimes enhance a given writing sample's

impact on a-child's spelling by judiciously calling the child

attention to zertain misspelled words in the sample.

The moon crechers were

clflgallja, them. Lion° dasidid

to run for it. He Cgrai.

the child and took

the mautoo...

In the writing exerpt above, Frederick, our poor-spelling

fourth grader, misspelled six words. However, the teacher

circled only three of his errors, two of which (chasina aud

grabbed) happened to illustrate a spelling principle

(consonant doubling) that had recently been covered in the

third grade spelling book. The circle drawn around the word

by the teacher signals Frederick to try spelling it a different

way and to be ready to defend, verbally, his second spelling

. attempt. Su-h an editing procedure has several advantages:

a) The teacher controls how many spelling words individual

children are asked to edit. For some children, eight to ten

words can be circled for editing; for others, possessing less

17



spelling ability and lower frustration tolerances, three to

four circled words will suffice.

h) The teacher holds children responsible for editing only

those misspellings that are within their knowledge range.

In our present example, the misspelled patterns in grabbed

and ehasing had been previously taught, and Frederick's

misspelling of off was clearly a careless or. On the other

hand, it would have made little sense to have Frederick attempt

self-editing his misspellings of creatures and decided, unless

the teacher's aim was to encoura-e the child to use the

dictionary.

c) The child, not the teacher, is responsible for editing

the misspelled words. Instead of the teacherwriting in

correct spellings on the student's paper, the responsibility

for actually changing misspellings is glven to the student.

Even incorrect second attempts on the child's part can be

instructive. For example:

child's first child's second
wo d attem t attem t (comment

sheet SHET SHEAT aware ot lo g vo el
pa tern

closed CLOSD CLOSSED unsur.e about conso-
nant doubling

carefull CARFULL CAREFULL suffix work?

An editing procedure similar to the one described above

involves the teacher placing a check ( in the margin

18



alongside a line of writing in which there is a spellIng error,

The child's editing task is to find the misspelled word in the

line, -I- le it, and then try t_ spell it correctly (see

Schwartz, 1977).

It should go without saying that procedures for editing

spelling should always follow, not precede the teacher's

initial response to the meaning of what the student has

Furthermore, editing of spelling errors need not be done for

every piece of writing children complete. Nonetheless, over

the course of a school year, a thoughtful teacher can diagnose

and teach a good deal about English spelling via the informal

editing of children's writing.

en.

Concluding Remarks

This article has taken a developmental perspective

regarding the teaching of spelling n the elementary grades.

Focusing on meeting the needs of below grade level spellers,

the article put forth a straightforward instructional plan.

First, teachers, particularly in grades three through six,

need to diagnose where their students are operating along a

continuum of spelling kn wledge. Once a "spelling instructional

level" (third grade, fourth grade, etc.) is determined

groups of children within a classr om and appropriate

spelling materials located for each group, the traditional

practice of having children study, mem-rize, and take weekly

tests on graded lists of words should be instituted. Finally,

the key to an effective spelling program is the establishment

of a strong classroom writing program. Students should wrte

19



frequently on a variety of topics, and the teacher should both

monitor and comment on the children's spelling through an

editing phase of the w- 'ting process.

To this author's knowledge there Is little controlled,

experimental research to support the idea of within-class

ability grouping for spelling instruction. On the other hand,

language arts educators, over the years, have often argued

that individual differences in spelling ability
. should be

considered by the classroom teacher (Greene & Petty, 1971;

Hillerich, 1982; Stauffer, 1975). Furthermore, several recent

studies have found that children's pe1lIng accuracy on a

grade level list of words (i , fourth grade s spelling

fourth grade words) is related to the (nality of_their

misspellings on the same list (Manolakes, 1975'; Morris, Nelson,

Perney, 1986; Schlegel, 1982, 1986). This finding certainly

provides indire t support for grouping children for spelling

instruction according to ability or instructional level.

That is, the poor or low accuracy speller seems to lack

reasonable spelling strategies (orthographic knowledge) at

grade level (remember Frederick), and therefore will be at

a disadvantage if placed in a whole class, grade-level

spelling program.

Should teachers ability-group for spelling instruction?

For a teacher whose intellectual curiosity has been aroused

by the arguments put forth in this article, a first step

would be to adminidter a grade level spelling list (see

Appendix ) to his/her class, and then quickly analyse the

20



results quantitatively (% correc:) and qualitatixrely

(sophistication -f the errors). That is how Mrs. .1 nes began.
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Semi-Phonetic Phonetic
(Letter-Name)

Tran tional Correct

M,

B,

ML

BK

CD

MAL

BAC

SID

NALLE

SIED

mail

back

side

S, SC STEK STIK stick

F, FT

JS

FET

DRAS

FEAT

DBES

feet

dress

Figure.l. Developmental Spelling Stages
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Table 1. Fourth Grade Students' Ac:;7uracy Scores on a

of 25 Fourth Grade Spelling Words.

Student # correct % Student # correct

1 25 100% 14 15 60%

2 24 96% 15 14 56%

22 88% 16 13 52%

4 (Thomas) 21 84% 17 13 52%

20 80% 18 13 52%

6 20 80% 19 11 44%

7 19 76% 20 10 40%

19 76% 21 8 32%

9 18 72% 22 (Frederick) 8 32%

10 18 72% 23 7 28%

11 17 68% 24 6 24%

12 (Berni 16 64% 25 5 20%

13 15 60% 26 3 12%



Table 2. Spelling Errors Made by Three Children Perfor ing

at Different Accuracy Levels.

(

Thomas Bernice Frederick
4% correct)

v

V

(64% correct)

v

NATCHURE

V

(32% correc

FORSE

NATCHER

CRLU

force

nature

curl

preparing v PREPR1NG

pebble v PEBLE PEPLE

popped POPED POPED POPED

doctor v v DROCER

badge V BAGE BAGE

cabbage v CABBEGE CBAGE

stared STAIRED STAIRED STARDE

gravel V V GRAVLE

traffic V V TRAFTCK

scurry v SCURY SCRUE

camel CAMLE CAMMEL CAMLE

silent v SILINT

checked v V CHEKED

slammed SLAMED SLA ED SLAND

6



Table "3. Lot- Fourth Grade Spellers' Accuracy Scores on a

List of 25 Third Grade Spelling Words.

Fourth Grade List Third Grade List
Student correc- (7._corre_ct

21 32% 68%

22 (Frederick) 32% 60%

23 28% 52%

24 24% 52%

25 20% 44%

26 12% 32%
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APPENDIX

Graded S-el4ng Lists t;om theFarg;tive Inventory of Word Knowledge (Schlagal,1982)

LEVEL I LEVEL 11 LEVEL III

girl traded send
want cool gift
plane beaches rule
drop center trust
when short soap
trap trapped batter
wish thick knee
cut plant mind
bike dress scream
trip carry sight

flat stuff chain
ship try, count
drive crop knock
fill year caught
sister chore noise
bump angry careful
plate chase stepping
mud gueen chasing
chop , wise straw
bed drove nerve

cloud thirsty

grabbed baseball

train circus

shopping handle

float sudden

1-1

LEVEL IV

force

nature

slammed

curl

preparing

pebble

cellar

market

popped

harvest

doctor

stocked

gunner

badge

cattle

gazed

cabbage

plastic

maple

stared

gravel

traffic

honey

cable

scurry

camel

silent

cozy

graceful

checked

LEVEL V

lunar

population

bushel

joint

compare

explosion

delivered

normal

justice

dismiss

decide

suffering

stunned

lately

peace

amusing

reduction

preserve

settlement

measure

protective

regular

offered

division

needle

expression

complete

honorable

baggage

television

LEVEL VI

satisfied

abundance

mental

violence

impolite

musician

hostility

illustrate

acknowledge

prosperity

accustom

patriotic

impossible

correspond

admission

wreckage

commotion

sensible

dredge

conceive

profitable

replying

admitted

introduction

operating

decision

combination

declaration

connect

patient
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